Abstract: In this paper, two efficient iterative algorithms based on the simpler GMRES method are proposed for solving shifted linear systems. To make full use of the shifted structure, the proposed algorithms utilizing the deflated restarting strategy and flexible preconditioning can significantly reduce the number of matrix-vector products and the elapsed CPU time. Numerical experiments are reported to illustrate the performance and effectiveness of the proposed algorithms.
Introduction
In this study, we are interested in efficient solutions of the following large shifted linear systems (A + α j I)x(α j ) = b, j = 1, · · · , s.
(1.1)
2 A flexible and adaptive simpler GMRES algorithm with deflated restarting for shifted linear systems
In this section, applying the flexible preconditioning technique [15, 35] , we first derive a flexible adaptive simpler GMRES algorithm (FAd-SGMRES-Sh) for solving the shifted linear systems (1.1) simultaneously. Then based on it, we thick-restart the new algorithm using the deflated restarting strategy [31, 32, 44] . Hence, a flexible and adaptive simpler GMRES algorithm with deflated restarting (FAd-SGMRES-DRSh) for solving Eq. (1.1) will be achieved.
Before giving the new algorithms, we will first briefly review the adaptive simpler GMRES method. By introducing a threshold parameter ν ∈ [0, 1], Jiránek and Rozlozník proposed adaptive simpler GMRES (Ad-SGMRES) [27, 28] , which is more stable than the simpler GMRES, for solving the linear system Ax = b. The following algorithm is just the practical implementation of Ad-SGMRES. T . Set x k = x 0 + V k y k .
In Algorithm 1, the definitions of U k and V k can be found in the next section.
Flexible preconditioning
Suppose r 0 = b − Ax 0 = 0, where x 0 is the initial guess. At k-th iteration of Ad-SGMRES (stated in Algorithm 1) for solving the seed system Ax = b, we have
where Z k = [z 1 , · · · , z k ] ∈ C n×k is the basis of K k (A, r 0 ), V k = [v 1 , · · · , v k ] ∈ C n×k is the orthogonal basis of AK k (A, r 0 ), U k = [u ij ] ∈ C k×k , i, j = 1, · · · , k is upper triangular, so U k is non-singular because the coefficient matrix A is non-singular. In [14] , Gu et al. proposed a flexible preconditioning strategy for GMRES that it is needed to exactly solve a linear system with the coefficient matrix A + σ k I at the k-th iteration. In this section, we will use the inexact preconditioning [34, 35] instead of exact. Based on the idea in [35] , at each k-th iteration, we set 
For seed system, we seek approximate solution x k = x 0 + W k y k in the affine subspace x 0 + K k (A, r 0 ), y k ∈ C k is a vector to be determined. We seek the approximate solution
the affine subspace x 0 (α j ) + span{W k } for add systems, where y k (α j ) ∈ C k is a vector to be determined.
For the add systems, we have
Since for W k cannot be expressed by V k , therefore, similar as in SGMRES [26] , there exists no U k (α j ) for the add systems to keep a similar relation to (2.2). Hence, it is impossible to force the residual vectors r k (α j ) to be colinear to r k . For the seed system Ax = b, since the orthogonal condition is r k ⊥ span{AW k }, i.e., r k ⊥ span{V k }, then using (2.2), we get
and
Similar to the idea in [29] , for the add systems, we require the residual vector r k (α j ) = b−(A+α j I)x k (α j ) being orthogonal to span{AW k }, together with (2.2), we have
Thus, after solving (2.5) and (2.6) to obtain y k and y k (α k ), the approximate solution of (1.1) is gotten, and then
With the same seed system selection strategy in [29, 36] , we summarize our flexible and adaptive simpler GMRES for shifted linear systems (FAd-SGMRES-Sh) in Algorithm 2. If the α j in seed system is not zero, we can reset
thus we take α 1 = 0 as default. 2. Select seed system: At the first iteration (after the second iteration), for all systems (for non-converged systems), find ss ∈ {1, · · · , s}, where s is adjusted by the number of non-converged systems, such that
Re-order r 0 (α 1 ), · · · , r 0 (α s ), so that the residual of the seed system is places in the first place. Thus, after re-ordering, ss = 1; 
4.
Let k be the final iteration number of Step 3. For seed system, solve:
For add systems, j = 2, · · · , s, solve:
Some remarks of the implementation details for FAd-SGMRES-Sh are as follows.
Remark 1. In
Step 3, M k is the flexible preconditioner in the kth step. In order to get the effect of preconditioning, M k is usually selected to be the matrix near A. In our algorithm, we choose to solve Aw k = z k inexactly for the process w k = M −1 k z k . There are many inexactly methods, such as ILU [37] , IHSS [38] , IGMRES [37] , ISOR [37] , IQR [39] , and so on. In numerical examples section, we select IGMRES with 10 iterations as the preconditioner.
Remark 2. In
Step 4, for add systems, matrix U k +α j V H k W k is generally not upper triangular. Because we usually choose the value m around 20, thus for the step
, we use the MATLAB built-in function "\" to directly solve.
Thick-restarting
Now we consider how to restart Algorithm 2 with the deflated restarting strategy [40, 41, 44] . Our aim is to improve the convergence of FAd-SGMRES-Sh by using the spectral information of the seed system at restart. So the strategy is necessary. There are two keys involved. The first is how to compute the harmonic Ritz information at each restarts. The second is how to apply these information with a low computation cost at restart.
In fact, we use the harmonic Ritz information of the seed system Ax = b at restart. That is required, after one cycle, the harmonic Ritz pair (λ i , q i ≡ W m g i ) of A in span{W m } and orthogonal to span{AW m } satisfying [42] :
From (2.2), and U m non-singular, the above equation is equivalent to
Consequently, the harmonic Ritz pair can be calculated at each iteration of FAd-SGMRES-Sh. Let (λ i , g i ), i = 1, · · · , e are the eigenpairs of the reduced generalized eigenvalues problem (2.8)
suppose that P e L e = G e is the QR decomposition of G e , where matrix
Let U m P e = P e U new e be the QR decomposition, then from (2.9) we have . In order to establish the equation (2.2) for the current cycle, the flexible and adaptive simpler GMRES with deflated restarting executes the remaining (m − e) steps with
where M i is the flexible preconditioner and
After each cycle of the new algorithm, we restart the algorithm by setting For add systems, we still use (2.6) and (2.7) to update residual and approximate solution. Now we are ready to give the main algorithm of this paper.
Algorithm 3. A flexible and adaptive simpler GMRES with deflated restarting for shifted linear systems (FAd-SGMRES-DR-Sh) 1. Start: Given the initial guess x 0 (α j ), an integer e, a tolerance tol, a threshold parameter ν ∈ [0, 1], let m the maximal dimension of the solving subspace, r 0 (α j ) = b − x 0 (α j ); 2. Select seed system: At the first iteration (after the second iteration), for all systems (for non-converged systems), find ss ∈ {1, · · · , s}, where s is adjusted by the number of non-converged systems, such that
Re-order r 0 (α 1 , · · · , α s ), so that the residual of the seed system is places in the first place. Thus, after re-ordering, ss = 1; 3. Apply one cycle of FAd-SGMRES-Sh to the seed system Ax = b, generate W m , V m , U m , x m , and r m ; 4. Compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the generalized eigenvalue problem (2.8) by using the QZ algorithm. Let g 1 , · · · , g e be the eigenvectors corresponding to the e smallest eigenvalues of (2.8). Set G e = [g 1 , · · · , g e ], and compute the QR decompositions of G e and U m P e : G e = P e L e , U m P e = P e U , and x 0 = x m , r 0 = r m , r e = r 0 ; 6. Iterate: for k = e + 1, · · · , m, do
Remark 3. Actually, after the first cycle of FAd-SGMRES-Sh, for the add systems in step 7, from (2.6) we can get
where
In the end of this section, it is meaningful to evaluate the computational costs in a generic cycle of GMRES-Sh, Ad-SGMRES-Sh, FAd-SGMRES-Sh and FAd-SGMRES-Dr-Sh, where the detail pseudocodes of GMRES-Sh and Ad-SGMRES-Sh are be found in [29] . The comparisons are presented in Table  1 and Table 2 . Here, we denote "mv" the number of matrix-vector products. "op M k " denots the number of the preconditioning process M −1 k z k in one cycle, "vector updates" denotes the number of vectors that need to be updated in one cycle. We also write down the number of generalized eigenvalue problems by "G-p" in one cycle. 
Numerical results
In this section, numerical comparisons are made for Ad-SGMRES-Sh [29] , FAd-SGMRES-Sh and FAd-SGMRES-Dr-Sh according to the number of outer matrix-vector products (referred to as mv), and the elapsed CPU time in seconds (referred to as cpu). We set the stopping criterion as
The bold values in the following tables indicate the fastest one in the terms of cpu. The numerical results are obtained from using MATLAB R2014a (64bit) on a PC-Intel Core i5-6200U, CPU 2.4 GHz, 8 GB RAM with machine epsilon 10 −16 in double precision floating point arithmetic.
Example 4.1 In this example, we consider the same matrices used in [29] . These matrices are from the University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection and the Example 1 in [43] . Table 3 lists the matrices with their information. Bidiag1 and bidiag2 are bidiagonal matrices with super-diagonal entries being all one. The diagonal elements of bidiag1 are 0.1, 1, 2, 3, · · · , 999, and the ones of bidiag2 are 1, 2, 3, · · · , 1000. All the initial vectors are zero in all examples. The right-hand side b is generated by the MATLAB code randn(n, 1), where n is the dimension of A. The shift parameters are α = 0, 0.4, 2. For FAd-SGMRES-Sh and FAd-SGMRES-Dr-Sh, the flexible preconditioner is chosen as running 10 steps of the un-restarted GMRES algorithm [9] . The same strategy is used in Example 4.2. In Table 4 , the dimension of the approximate subspace in each cycle is set as m = 20, and mv(imv)(cpu) of each algorithm are reported with µ = 0.9. For FAd-SGMRES-Dr-Sh, e is the number of harmonic eigenvectors retained from the previous cycle. We compare three cases, i.e., e = 5, 10, 15. In Table 5 , for comparison, we set m = 10 and e = 3, 6, with µ = 0.9. In all tables, " †" stands for the algorithm does not converge even after using 10000 outer matrix-vector products. From Tables 4-5 , we can see that, in most examples, FAd-SGMRES-Dr-Sh performs better than the other two algorithms, no matter the value m = 10 or m = 20. Especially when m = 10, for some examples, Ad-SGMRES fails to converge, whereas FAd-SGMRES-Dr-Sh converges quickly. Thus, the proposed algorithm is promising when the dimension of the search subspace is low. We can also see for FAd-SGMRES-Dr-Sh with different values e, in some examples, e.g., epb1 in Table 4 , even the number mv issmaller, but the elapsed CPU time is larger, this is because when using the harmonic Ritz information of the seed matrix A, there needs to compute a generalized eigenvalue problem (2.8) and sort the eigenvalues, thus if the eigenvectors number e is larger, the elapsed CPU time for the previous procedure maybe larger too. Thus, it is important to choose appropriate m and e. Example 4.2 In this example, we apply our algorithms to solve quantum chromodynamics (QCD) problems with multiple shifts, which is one of the most time-consuming supercomputer applications. D i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 14 are denoted the complex matrices downloaded from Matrix Market 1 . These D i are discretizations by the Dirac operator used in numerical simulation of quark behavior at different physical temperatures [3, 20] . For each D i , we take A i = ( For seed matrices A 1 − A 7 , we set m = 10, µ = 0.9, and e = 3, 6. Table 7 gives the results of the three algorithms. In Table 8 , we set m = 20, µ = 0.9, and e = 5, 10, 15 for seed matrices A 8 − A 14 . We see from Tables 7 and 8 , FAd-SGMRES-Dr-Sh performs better than the other two algorithms in most examples with deflating the small eigenvalues (in modulas). It is also known that the appropriate choice of m and e is important for FAd-SGMRES-Dr-Sh. We need to investigate it in the future. From the tables, we can also observe that for most examples, the sum of the mv of FAd-SGMRES-Sh and FAd-SGMRES-Dr-Sh are much larger than that of Ad-SGMRES-Sh, but the cpu elapsed in FAd-SGMRES-Sh and FAd-SGMRES-Dr-Sh are much smaller than that of Ad-SGMRES-Sh. This is because that in the preconditioning process of FAd-SGMRES-Sh and FAd-SGMRES-Dr-Sh, there is no solving process for the whole shifted linear systems, while for the matrix-vector products in the outer iteration, the solving process needs to run, thus there should be more CPU time to elapse with more matrix-vector products in the outer iteration.
Example 4.3 As we already know, preconditioning is the critical point that effects the performance of iteration methods directly. However, different preconditioners will make different effect. In this example, we will give some numerical results about FAd-SGMRES-Sh with different preconditioners. We select ILU and IGMRES [37] as the targeted preconditioners (i.e., inner solvers), and denote the two algorithms by FAd-SGMRES-Sh(ILU) and FAd-SGMRES-Sh(IGMRES), respectively. At the same time, we implement the flexible preconditioned GMRES with LU decomposition (referred to as FGMRES-Sh(LU)) [12] for numerical comparisons. In [12] , there needs to solve a linear system with coefficient matrix A + σ i I exactly in each iteration step of Arnoldi precedure, where σ i is the flexible factor. In this example, we take m = 20 for each restarting cycle, and select the same σ 1 in the first 10 steps, in the last 10 steps for the same σ 2 . Thus, the LU decomposition of A + σ i I needs to save for reusing in the first and last 10 steps of each cycle. We test all the matrices in the above two examples, and record the typical results in Table 9 . Here, iter denotes the iteration number of Arnoldi process.
As seen from Table 9 , it finds that FGMRES-Sh(LU) and FAd-SGMRES-Sh(ILU) almost have the same performance for each test problem. Especially for smaller size matrices, they are both performing better than FAd-SGMRES-Sh(IGMRES). However, for larger test matrices, FAd-SGMRES-Sh(IGMRES) is the best method. This is because FGMRES-Sh(LU) needs to exactly solve a linear system with the coefficient matrix A + σ i I using the time-consuming LU decomposition, and the saving of the LU decomposition factors is another big cost. For FAd-SGMRES-Sh(ILU), although there is no storage about the LU decomposition, but in each cycle, there need to inexactly LU decompose of A and solving two triangular linear systems, these are all big cost. While for FAd-SGMRES-Sh(IGMRES), 10 steps of inexactly GMRES will not cost too much time. Consequently, for smaller size matrices, it is better to use FGMRES-Sh(LU) and FAd-SGMRES-Sh(ILU) to solve shifted systems, and it is best to use FAd-SGMRES-Sh(IGMRES) for large-scale coefficient matrices. 
Conclusions
In the current paper, we established two iterative algorithms based on the simpler GMRES for solving shifted linear systems simultaneously, namely FAd-SGMRES-Sh and FAd-SGMRES-DR-Sh. Moreover, these novel variants can be regarded as two improvements of Ad-SGMRES-Sh, which is recently proposed by Jing, Yuan and Huang in [29] . The resultant algorithms converge in fewer matrix-vector products than the related solver Ad-SGMRES-Sh, and although the cost per iteration of FAd-SGMRES-Sh and FAd-SGMRES-DR-Sh is higher, in our experiences, the overall execution time is lower. In addition, the FAd-SGMRES-DR-Sh performs better than FAd-SGMRES-Sh when the coefficient matrix of the seed system has many eigenvalues close to the origin as verified by numerical experiments. In conclusion, the proposed algorithms can be recommended as two efficient tools for solving shifted linear systems.
As an outlook for the future, the advanced development of preconditioning strategies (such as the polynomial preconditioning [6, 25] , the nested iterative technique [45] and other preconditioning strategies [21, 46] ) for solving shifted linear systems remains a meaningful topic of further research.
